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Phantasmagoria is a singular noun ; at least the corre-
sponding French monstrosity, fantasmagorie, is unmistakably
singular; and, if used at all in English, it should be so with
us too. But the final -a irresistibly suggests a plural to the
valorous writers who are impressed without being terrified by
the unknown; so:
Not that such phantasmagoria are to be compared for a moment with
such desirable things as fashion, fine clothes .. .—BORROW.
Cui bono? is a notorious trap for journalists. It is naturally
surprising to any one who has not pushed his classics far
to be told that the literal translation of it is not' To what
good (end)?' that is 'What is the good of it?' but 'Who
benefited?'. The former rendering is not an absolutely
impossible one on the principles of Latin grammar, which
adds to the confusion. But if that were its real meaning
it would be indeed astonishing that it should have become
a famous phrase; the use of it instead of' What is the good ? '
would be as silly and gratuitous as our above-mentioned to
the foot of the letter. Every scholar knows, however, that
cui bono? does deserve to be used, in its true sense. It is
a shrewd and pregnant phrase like cherchez lafemme or esprit
dtescalier. Cherchez la femme wraps up in itself a perhaps
incorrect but still interesting theory of life—that whenever
anything goes wrong there is a woman at the bottom of it;
find her, and all will be explained. Cui bono ? means, as we
said,' Who benefited ?'. It is a Roman lawyer's maxim, who
held that when you were at a loss to tell where the responsi-
bility for a crime lay, your best chance was to inquire who had
reaped the benefit of it. It has been worth while to devote a
few lines to this phrase, because nothing could better show
at once what is worth transplanting into English, and what
dangers await any one who uses Latin or French merely
because he has a taste for ornament. In the following quo-
tation the meaning, though most obscurely expressed, is
probably correct; and cui bono f stands for: * Where can the
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